Building Pipelines

Energy Independence is Within Our Grasp

- Production of natural gas and Northern American oil will allow the U.S. to overtake Saudi Arabia as the largest oil producer within 4 years
- 80% of our nation’s energy comes from fossil fuels
- By 2030 the U.S. could become completely energy dependent

“All of the Above” Energy Policy Can Put Americans Back to Work

- $305 billion in investment and 3.5 million jobs are estimated to be generated from hydraulic fracturing
- LIUNA members worked 15 million hours in 2013—a 52% increase from 2011
- LIUNA members work 6 million hours annually in gas distribution

Working to Make Pipelines Safe

- Pipelines are the safest way to transport fuels—70 times safer than by truck
- LIUNA offers over 164 hours of pipeline safety and qualification training